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Worksheet Class 4 Math- Chapter 4 - Tick-Tick-Tick - Test
Worksheet 1
Class 4 Maths- Chapter 4 -Tick-Tick-Tick
Name- ___________________
Date- ___________________

Multiple Choice Questions-
a) How many minutes are there in an hour?

● 30
● 60
● 100

b) What does the short hand on the clock indicate?
● Minutes
● Hours
● Seconds

True or False-
a) There are 24 hours in a day. (True/False)
b) The sun rises in the west. (True/False)
Fill in the Blanks-
a) One hour has ______ minutes.
b) The long hand on the clock is the ______ hand.
Practical Exercise-
a) Draw the hands on the clock to show 3-00.
b) Write the current time as shown on a digital clock (ask the teacher for the current time).
Short Answer Questions-
a) How do you use a calendar to find out what day of the week your birthday will be on this
year?
b) Describe in your own words why knowing how to tell time is important.
Timeline Exercise-
Create a simple timeline of your day from the time you wake up until bedtime. Include at
least five activities and the time you do them.
Estimation Question-
Estimate how long it takes to do the following activities and write your answers-
a) Eating lunch
b) Walking from your classroom to the playground
Observation and Recording-
Observe and record the time of sunset today. Use an online resource or ask an adult to help
you find this information.
Comparative Question-
Think of two different animals (like a cat and a butterfly). Write down how their growth stages
are different.
Creative Question-
If you had a machine that could travel in time, which year would you go to and why?
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